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16. VEHICLE COMMANDER SIGNATURE (NIGHT)
17. VEHICLE CREW EVALUATOR PRINTED NAME/SIGNATURE (NIGHT)
7. SCORING DATA
COMMON CREW ROLL-UP
For use of this form see TC 3-20.31; the proponent agency is TRADOC.
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b. POINTS/ 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NIGHT RUN TOTAL
11a.
d. POINTS/ QUALIFIED
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NO
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NO
NO
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YES
15. VEHICLE CREW EVALUATOR PRINTED NAME/SIGNATURE (DAY)
14. VEHICLE COMMANDER SIGNATURE (DAY)
b. VIRTUAL GATE-TO-LIVE-FIRE LEVEL
d. VIRTUAL GATE-TO-LIVE SCORE
c. VIRTUAL GATE-TO-LIVE-FIRE DATE
6a. SIMULATOR TYPE
5a. VEHICLE COMMANDER RANK AND NAME
c. DRIVER RANK AND NAME
d. LOADER RANK AND NAME
b. GUNNER RANK AND NAME
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PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE
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YES
SUPERIOR
DISTINGUISHED
NO
13. RATING (Check one )
2. VEHICLE PLATFORM
4. DATE
3. UNIT
1. BUMPER NUMBER
8. MALFUNCTIONS
9. REMARKS
a. DAY/NIGHT
b. ENGAGEMENT NUMBER
c. ENGAGEMENT SCORE
d. VALUE OF 5-PT PENALTIES ALLOWED
e. QUALIFIED YES/NO
a. BREECH  UP (BU)
b. CASE BASE (CB)
c. MISFIRE (MF)
d. STOPPAGE (ST)
e. THERMAL FAILURE (TF)
QUALIFIED
UNQUALIFIED
REFIRE (Q2)
d. POINTS/ QUALIFIED
10a.
DAY RUN TOTAL
b.
c.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
Firing or attempting to fire the main gun with the hatches open or with personnel outside of the vehicle  (Mobile Gun System).
Vehicle commander fails to announce element of fire command that is not provided by the fire control  system.
Firer (gunner or loader) fails to identify the target prior to command of execution.
Vehicle commander or gunner fails to give sensing (as required).
Incorrect crew response to a fire command.
Failure to announce ammunition that is loaded during change of ammunition such as SABOT LOADED or HEAT LOADED (loader Abrams or gunner Mobile Gun System).
Incorrect engagement techniques.
05-14
Failure to announce CEASE FIRE for the main gun before giving a fire command for loader's M240 (Abrams).
05-13
Loader announces UP when it is obvious to the vehicle crew evaluator that the round is not loaded (Abrams).
05-12
Loader arms main gun when gunner is directed to engage with machine gun (Abrams).
LEGEND
05-11
AZ-09
AZ - Automatic Zero
05-10
Failure to raise TOW launcher when in the defense or in a traffic control point engagement (Bradley).
Gunner fails to announce AMMUNITION / WEAPON INDEXED (as required).
Fires the main gun at troops, except for canister and 25mm engagements as directed by  the tower (range constraints).
05-09
AZ-08
AZ-07
05-08
Failure to over-pressurize during a CBRN engagement (Abrams).
Failure of vehicle commander to use FIRE AND ADJUST and DESIGNATE (as required).
Destruction of a target by a crew member not described in the condition of the task.
05-07
AZ-06
AZ-05
05-06
Gunner identifies the target with the gunner's auxiliary sight before receiving the command DRIVER  MOVE OUT (defensive posture, Abrams).
Firing or attempting to fire before announcing ON THE WAY (for Abrams main gun, see 30-04).
Vehicle commander not firing his engagement.
05-05
AZ-04
AZ-03
05-04
Using components of the fire control system that are announced as degraded in the conditions  of the task.
Gunner or loader fails to announce range to target after announcing IDENTIFIED.
Failure to button up or mask during a CBRN engagement.
05-03
AZ-02
AZ-01
05-02
Failure to adhere to the conditions of the task for given engagement.
Failure of vehicle commander to use required modifier terms.
Incorrectly installed or unserviceable stub base catcher box or stub base deflector (Abrams).
05-01
DQ-08
DQ-07
30-07
Ammunition doors remain open while firing (Abrams).
Failure of vehicle commander to announce DESIGNATE when designing a target using commander's independent sight.
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CREW PENALTIES
Firing or attempting to fire the main gun before announcing UP (Abrams) or attempting to fire while main gun is loading (Mobile Gun System).
Firing or attempting to fire the main gun before announcing ON THE WAY (Abrams only. For other platforms, see 05-06).
Loader holding a round in his lap when firing the main gun (Abrams).
30-06
DQ-06
DQ-05
30-05
Guards, shields, screens, and doors not closed, properly installed, or serviceable.
Loader or gunner leaves the main gun armed or arms the main gun between engagements without receiving a fire command (Abrams or Mobile Gun System).
30-04
DQ-04
DQ-03
30-03
Firing into the berm from the defilade.
Negligent discharge.
Announcing FIRE before the loader announces UP on main gun engagements (Abrams).
Crew member not in proper uniform.
30-02
DQ-02
DQ-01
30-01
Crew fires outside the range fan.
Firing or attempting to fire before the command of execution.
◄
► 
05 - 02
Penalty Type 
Sequence Number
DQ - Immediate Disqualification
05 - 5 Point Penalty
30 - 30 Point Penalty
1.00
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